
Ansteorra ILoI dated 2012-12-02 

Welcome to the November ILoI! Sorry for the couple of days delay. Here is the letter. 

 

1: Eirik Halfdanarson - New 

Badge  

OSCAR finds the name 

registered exactly as it appears in July 

of 1991, via Ansteorra 

(Fieldless) a Handmirror Or 

Submitted through Hellsgate 

Permission to conflict with Magnus von Lubeck is included "(Fieldless) An astrolabe 

per fess argent and or". 
 

2: Gabriello di Cristiano - New Name  

Submitter desires a masculine name. 

No changes. 

Spelling (as above) most important. 

Submitted through Elfsea 

<Gabriello>: 62 instances found in "Italian Names from the Online Tratte of Office 

Holders 1282-1532" by Aryanhwy merch Catmael (Sara L. Uckelman). One instance 

is dated to 1345.http://www.eclipse.cx/~liana/names/tratte/gabbriello.html 

<di Cristiano>: (Marked) Patronymic meaning "son of Cristiano" This construction is 

listed in SENA Appendix A. 11 instances of <Cristiano> are found in "Italian Names 

from the Online Tratte of Office Holders 1282-1532" by Aryanhwy merch Catmael 

(Sara L. Uckelman). Two instances are dated to 1325 and 

1345. Http://elipsis.cx/~liana/names/italian/tratte/cristiano.html 
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3: Godric Peverel - New Name & New Device  

Argent, a chevron ragully between 3 pheons inverted gules. 

Submitter desires a masculine name. 

Submitted through Elfsea 

Withycombe (Oxford Dictionary of English Christian Names, 

3rd ed, s.n. Godric) cites Godric(us) from Domesday Book and GOdrice and 

GOdrich(e) from 1273, noting "Old English Godric, compound of God and ric "ruler". 

It seems to be a specifically Old English name, without any corresponding Old 

German form. It was very common in England before the Norman Conquest. The 

Normans used it as a nickname for an Englishman, and called Henry I and his queen 

Godric and Godiva, in allusion to her English blood and his supposedly English 

sympathies. It seems to have died out in the course of the 13th and 14th centuries. 

and the surname can be simply doc'd as this: 

Reaney & Wilson (Dictionary of English Surnames, 3rd ed. ppb.h.n. Perverall)dates 

the spelling Peverel to 1161-1177 Rams (Hu) and 1205 Cur (Ess) 

Submitted through Elfsea. 

No black and white copy was submitted. It has been requested from the consulting 

herald. 
 

 

4: Haraldr Bassi - New Badge  

OSCAR finds the name 

registered exactly as it appears in 

May of 1993, via the East 

(Fieldless) On a Thor's hammer 

argent, a futhark rune hagadaz sable. 

Submitted through Bjornsborg 
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5: Haraldr Bassi - New Badge  

OSCAR finds the name 

registered exactly as it appears in 

May of 1993, via the East 

(Fieldless) A Viking Longship paly 

argent and gules 

Submitted through Bjornsborg 
 

 

6: Mariana Garcia - New 

Name & New Device  

Per Chevron gules semy of 

daisies argent seeded Or and 

argent, a tree proper. 

Submitter desires a feminine 

name. 

Mariana - "16th Century Spanish Names Feminine Given Names Alphabetically by 

Elsbeth Anne Roth" http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/spanish/fem-given-

alpha.html. Mariana was mentioned as a feminine given name 4 times between 1571 

and 1574 

Garcia - "16th Century Spanish Names All bynames in alphabetical order" by Elsbeth 

Anne Roth" Http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/spanish/bynames-alpha.html. Garcia 

was mentioned 92 times as the patronymic from 1539 to 1574 

Submitted through Bjornsborg 
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7: Maya of Bjornsborg - Resub 

Badge  

OSCAR finds the name 

registered exactly as it appears in 

October of 2011, via Ansteorra 

(Fieldless) A Capital letter "L" Or within and conjoined to a mascle azure. 

Submitted through Bjornsborg 

This is what I found about the previous submission: 

Fieldless, adragon argent maintaining a Norse sun cross or. 

Consultation Table: Paid for at Gulf War 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/06/04 07:57:13 CDT: [Badge] 

Consider versus "Gyronny Or and azure, a dragon segreant argent." (Brychan 

Tammas, Device, Jan 1996). The fieldless difference is worth a CD, but maintained 

charges aren't. Unfortunately, I agree with the proposed blazon that the Norse sun 

cross is a maintained charge. Resubmitting as a sustained charge seems clear. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/06/04 16:44:36 CDT: If this goes back for a 

redraw, we need to be very specific about how she needs to change it. I'm not 

particularly clear on maintained vs. sustained, and specifics would be of use. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/06/04 17:11:58 CDT: [Badge] @ 

Gunnvor. Sustained charges have the same visual weight as the charge holding them. 

They are co-primaries and are usually the same size. Think of them as you would 

supporters on heraldic achievments. 

Comment by Adelaide de Beaumont on 2011/06/17 16:13:55 CDT: I disagree 

strongly with the "same size" comment. I agree with the supporter idea, however. As 

I've said before, I look at whether the animate charge is USING the item in question 

(i.e., wielding a sword), or DISPLAYING the object like Vanna White with a letter. 

The letters are not as big as Vanna, but you have no doubt that she is calling your 

attention to them as much as to herself. I hear this dragon saying, "Look at this cool 

thing I found!" Can't you? The sun cross is as big as a round thing can be while 

appearing rationally like it's being held by that dragon; contrast that to the size it 
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would be if he were charged on the flank with it. The further fact that it is also a 

different tincture ought to push it over any potential visual weight questions. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/06/17 18:20:51 CDT: [Badge] As 

much as I philosophically agree (again) with Adelaide, the Norse sun cross does not 

meet the CoA definition of a sustained charge. "Susannah Griffon. Badge. Azure, a 

talbot passant maintaining a cross of Calatrava Or. "The talbot was originally 

blazoned as sustaining the cross of Calatrava. Per the Cover Letter to the LoAR of 

October 1996, "Maintained charges are small and do not count for difference. 

Sustained charges are large - large enough in fact that if they were not being held that 

they would be considered a co-primary, and do count for difference." In this case, 

while the cross of Calatrava is not a miniscule charge, it is not large enough to be 

considered a co-primary charge. It is smaller than the talbot both vertically and 

horizontally and has notably less visual weight than the talbot. Because the SCA's 

only choices for held charges are to consider them to be sustained co-primary charges, 

or to consider them maintained insignificant charges, and this cross cannot be 

considered a co-primary charge, it must be considered a maintained charge. "This thus 

conflicts with Griffin Brandt, Azure, a talbot passant within an orle of mullets of 

seven points Or. There is one CD for removing the orle of mullets of seven points, but 

no difference for adding the maintained cross. It also conflicts with Ingilborg 

Sigmundardóttir, Azure, in pale two wolves courant Or. There is one CD for changing 

the number of canines, but no difference between a talbot and a wolf, no difference 

between passant and courant per the LoAR of August 2001, and no difference for 

adding the maintained charge." (LoAR Dec 2003, R-Calontir) 

Comment by Magnus on 2011/06/11 23:33:48 CDT: [Badge] Agree with that conflict 

and raise you Moira Kellahan February 1997 (via the Middle): "Per pale azure and 

purpure, a wyvern erect argent." 

College Action: 

Device: Return for conflict. It was the opinion of the majority at the meeting that the 

Norse sun cross was maintained and not sustained. The cross needs to have equal 

weight visually with the dragon and the majority felt it did not. The Norse sun cross 

should be big enough to be considered a co-primary with the dragon to be sustained. 
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8: Oliver Reinerson - New Badge  

OSCAR is unable to find the name, 

either registered or submitted. 

(FIeldless) A sword fesswise reversed 

sustaining by a chain from its blade a 

balance sable. 

Submitted through Loch Sollier 
 

 

9: Robert Fitzmorgan - New 

Name & New Device  

Per fess embattled, pean and Or 

masoned sable. 

Submitter desires a masculine 

name. 

Sound (Robert Fitzmorgan) most important. 

Submitted through Elfsea 

1582 - Robert - English given name 'Robert' p 254 (Withycombe) 

1424 = Fitz - English Patronymic (Tangwystl PNC 4.0 p 3 (Cited R&W) 

1544 - Morgan - Welsh given name 'Morgan' p 222 (Withycombe) 

Submitted through Elfsea 

Includes permission to conflict with Sir Kane Greymane (Per fess embattled sable and 

Or masoned sable) signed 06/18/2012. 

Also included is the ermine spot entry of the Pic Dic showing this particular ermine 

spot as a "various style". 
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10: Tangwystl verch 
Gruffydd - Resub Badge  

OSCAR finds the name 

registered exactly as it appears in July 

of 2011, via Ansteorra 

(Fieldless) A swan naiant contourney argent, maintaining a needle bendwise sinister 

Or, within and conjoined to an annulet azure 

Submitted through Bjornsborg. 

Below is what I found regarding the previous submission. 

Tangwystl verch Gruffydd (Bjornsborg, Barony of) New Badge. A swan naiant argent 

maintaing a needle Or. 

Comment by Jayme Dominguez del Valle (Bordure) on 2010/10/26 07:26:08 CDT: 

Last edited on 2010/10/26 07:26:23 CDT [badge] This appears to be fieldless, so 

reblazon (Fieldless), a swan naiant argent maintaining a needle Or. 

Comment by Alasdair MacEogan (Sigillarius) on 2010/10/29 12:52:58 CDT: 

Consider:Sheryl of Thespis * Either the name or the following device associated it (or 

both) were registered in January of 1973: Azure, a swan naiant argent crowned Or." I 

see one CD for the field. The maintained needle does not give a CD nor does the 

essentially "maintained" crown. 

Comment by Magnus on 2010/10/29 15:01:21 CDT: Unfortunately it, not only 

conflicts with Sheryl but also Meridies, Kingdom of September 1983 (via Meridies): 

"Per bend sable and argent, in sinister chief a swan naiant argent." for the Goslings' 

Guild [May 1995 LoAR, R-Drachenwald] "Kira of Callanish. Device. Per chevron 

ermine and gules, in base a swan argent Conflict with Sheryl of Thespis (SCA), 

Azure, a swan naiant argent crowned Or and with the Kingdom of Meridies' badge for 

the Gosling Guild, Per bend sable and argent, in sinister chief a swan naiant argent. In 

each case there is a CD for the changes to the field, but as the position of the swan on 

the field here is pretty much forced by the field tinctures, no CD can be granted for 

position on the field between these pieces of armory." As of May 2010 she is know as: 

Amina de Talavera. Name change from Sheryl of Thespis. Submitted as Amina de 

Talavera de la Reina, no documentation was found to support the use of a full 

compound placename (such as Talavera de la Reina) in a locative byname in Spanish, 
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rather than a simpler form (such as Talavera). I believe she was queen of the West in 

the 1960s. She now resides in Barony of Altavia if you want to ask for permission to 

conflict. http://wiki.caid-commons.org/index.php/Altavia http://wiki.caid-

commons.org/index.php/Amina_Sherana_de_Talavera You would also have to ask 

Meridies for conflict permission. 

Comment by Sorcha ni Fhaolain on 2010/11/04 20:38:12 CDT: We agree with the 

found conflicts are conflicts. Essentially conflicts with [field] a swan naiant argent 

[with or without ornamentation]. 

Comment by Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) on 2010/11/05 07:12:34 

CDT: If that's ever going to be correctly reproduced in the future, the needle will have 

to be specified as bendwise. 

College Action: 

Badge: Returned for Conflict with Sheryl of Thespis and Meridies, Kingdom of. 
 

In Continued Service 

To King and Dream, 

HL Adalia VondemBerg 

 
OSCAR counts 4 Names, 3 Devices and 6 Badges. There are a total of 13 items 

submitted on this letter. 
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